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Summary
Guidebook
If you’re feeling like you’re on a rollercoaster
bracing for another free fall but not entirely
certain when it will happen, then you’re not
alone. Australia is facing one of the largest
drops – "perhaps the largest" – in economic
activity in its history according to the Grattan
Institute Paper , with increasingly pessimistic
estimates of the size of the shock to employment
and output.
There is no doubt that the coronavirus pandemic
and its business impact raise entirely new
challenges on how to build resilient businesses
that can weather setbacks and volatility. But
another enormous challenge is how to prepare
leaders with the potentially overwhelming charge
to
manage
the
psychological
fall-out
of
“employee
shock”
(as
characterised
by
accelerated turnover caused by precipitating
events causing a shock to the system and shake
employees out of a steady state). In addition, do
many
have
the
knowledge
and
skills
to
successfully reintegrate their people back into
the
workplace
to
lift
waning
output
and
accelerate productivity as quickly as possible?
Likely not.
Most people know their roles well, but not
many know the post-pandemic workplace well,
nor how to prepare for this.
It is ludicrous to think that things can return
to business as usual.
On a psychological level, organisations and their
leaders must be aware of the implications on
employee health and well-being, their ability to
focus and feel positively about their return to
work must be navigated with a high degree of
empathy, care and proactive planning or, risk
paying a significant price for not taking action
without even knowing.
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We have spent the last two decades advising
organisations and leaders on how to navigate their
organisations and people through many crisis
situations
including
shut-downs,
going
into
receivership, even an entire national workforce being
thrown out on the street for four months in “lock out”
with no income.
What is interesting is that the organisation and
leadership outlooks are usually quite similar – to get
back to business as usual as quickly as possible and
to assume that things will just “pick up where they
left off”.
This is not the best way forward for
anyone.
Is it time for a reality check?
A recent Australian case example when we were
engaged to advise a global mining company on how
to navigate a business crisis and impending people
storm. In a last-ditch effort to save the business and
protect remaining jobs, they had shut down one of
their assets and laid off 50% of their workforce in 24
hours. In speaking with the leadership team, we were
given the brief to return the mine to full productivity
as quickly as possible.
What was clear is that the
organisation were out to lunch.

leaders

of

this

They had not stopped to consider the psychological
impact that job loss at scale would have on the
remaining workforce and their ability to meaningfully
and willingly contribute.
You see, while people may be physically present,
they are usually psychologically absent for quite
some time. And many are stuck in survival mode
finding it extremely challenging to find their normal
operating rhythms, distracted and not firing on all
cylinders.
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Summary
Where to
focus

In leading organisations and people through any
kind

of

crisis

or

unplanned

‘shock’,

we

3. Managing Employee Return-to-work

recommend a focus on three core areas to
manage

the

downside

whilst

chasing

the

Support for employees left behind - research
demonstrates that for those employees fortunate

upswing:

enough to have been spared often suffer from
survivor syndrome. It is a lay-off related sickness
that manifests in decreased morale, employee

1. Developing your Organisation’s Come-back

involvement, work productivity and trust toward

Strategy
Managing the return-to-work must not start after
the crisis event has waned, but much earlier. From
the

moment

the

organisation

crisis

plan

is

announced, “…the psychological contract between

management. Exhaustion, burn-out and stressrelated symptoms typically associated with posttraumatic stress disorder tend to increase after a
crisis or ‘shock' event.

employer and employee changes.” Preparing the

Employee health and well-being- recovery at

organisation for the ‘new world’, remote ways of

pace cannot occur if people are still feeling their

working and, building the capability and skills of
leaders to manage the psychological fall-out of the
crisis is critical to moving forward.

hurts and wounds. Being able to ‘normalise’ their
emotions and experiences and build strong coping
responses, is a critical part of letting go, moving
forward and seeing the opportunities.

2. Preparing Leaders
Providing leaders with forums to air their feelings

Equity

theory-

consistent

with

this

theory

is a critical part of the healing process. Equipping

remaining employees are less likely to feel the

them with the knowledge and skills to effectively

guilt associated with keeping their jobs if they are

deal with the changes that have come from the

allowed to stay because of criticality of role,

crisis will help them to heal faster and remain

higher performance and quality of work.

productive and committed. It also better prepares
them to support and manage employee emotions
and reactions. Being able to diagnose where their
people are at and knowing when to intervene and
how to coach them is a critical role in the recovery
process.
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Summary
Where to
now?

What have YOU learnt about YOUR
organisation’s ability to adapt to the
unforeseen events?

Communication - is a critical factor: before,

How have YOU welcomed constraints as

during and after any crisis like COVID-19. The

a way to push YOUR thinking around

impact on remaining is likely to be less damaging

business

when delivered by direct managers rather than

models,

strategy

and

organisational design?

through

How have you shifted YOUR mindset

employees thirst for information creates a far more

around business innovation?
How

well

have

you

built

YOUR

organisation to weather setbacks and
volatility?
What adaptive strategies must YOU
adopt to be better prepared to flex

positive

the

grapevine.

back-to-work

Similarly,

reaction

when

satisfying
delivered

openly and honestly. It also enables leaders to
quash the rumour mills which are typically in overdrive as employees are trying to make sense of what
has happened.

YOUR bounce-back muscle next time to
evolve, thrive and prosper?

Employee fairness - how lay-offs were
conducted, how people were compensated
and/or taken care of and how the layoffs are
communicated is critical to a successful COVID
comeback climate. Surviving employees are
more likely to be committed to an organisation
whom they feel has treated others fairly.
Control - the perceived: control people have
over their own jobs will affect levels of
commitment such that people with a perceived
low control will be less committed to the
organisation. Empowering employees post
COVID and transferring a sense of ownership
over job related tasks and future outcomes
helps to mitigate the potential negative impact.
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4. Chasing the Upswing
One of the biggest opportunities lost is not to focus
the organisation and its people in chasing the upside
of the crisis. Whilst the extraordinary disasters
resulting from the COVID pandemic are not to be
underestimated, being able to shift to a growth
mindset is paramount in being able to recalibrate
your business and recreate the vision of the way
forward with your people driving its resurrection.
Finally,

in

a

world

that

will

continue

to

be

unpredictable, volatile and present unknown and
complex challenges, a focus on reconnecting with
people and building empathy-led organisations will
determine those that evolve to thrive and prosper
and, those that get left behind.
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Who Are We?
Specialists in
Organisational Recovery & People
integration …
We are here to help.

Get in touch with us to find out how you can
prepare your organisation and leaders with
the skills to get your people back motivated
and stay profitable.

Dr Marny Lishman is a Health &
Community

Psychologist,

Author,

Personal Coach, Keynote Speaker,
Media Commentator and Channel 9
Perth’s Resident Psychologist. She
works with professionals to promote
and facilitate personal growth and
positive

mental

passionate

about

health.

She

is

prevention

&

increasing people's capacity to live
life in the healthiest way possible so
they can reach their full potential.

Vanessa
winning

Vershaw

is

Business

an

award-

Psychologist,

Transformation Expert and HighPerformance Coach. She has spent
the

last

20

E: vanessa@reinventionconsulting.org.au
W: reinventionconsulting.com.au
P: +61 402573992

years

working

internationally with leaders, teams

E: marnylishman@iinet.net.au
W: marnylishman.com.au
P: +61 402451421

and Fortune 100 organisations to
shift

mindsets,

behaviours

and

culture to enable rapid evolution
and achieve peak performance to
thrive. Vanessa is a champion for
change,

transformation,

agile

leadership and thinking big. She is a
Keynote

Speaker

and

Media

Commentator on issues that matter.
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